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ABSTRACT

The authors show that the feedback between surface wind and surface enthalpy flux is an important in-

fluence on tropical cyclone evolution, even though, as with at least some classical instability mechanisms,

such a feedback is not strictly necessary. When the wind speed is artificially capped in idealized numerical

experiments, storm development is slowed and storms achieve a smaller final intensity. When it is capped in

simulations of an actual storm (Hurricane Edouard of 2014), the quality of the simulations is strongly com-

promised; for example, little development occurs when the wind speed is capped at 5m s21, in contrast to the

category-3 hurricane shown by observations and produced by the control experiment.

1. Introduction

By the early 1950s, several researchers had con-

cluded that tropical cyclones are powered by enthalpy

fluxes from the ocean (Riehl 1950; Kleinschmidt

1951). This was consistent with the observation that

tropical cyclones only develop where there exists

significant potential for heat fluxes from the sea and

that these storms invariably decay over land even

when moisture and instability are plentiful. But

Charney and Eliassen (1964) argued that the initial

intensification of tropical cyclones occurred through

an organization of convection that they christened

conditional instability of the second kind (CISK).

Although they did not explicitly discuss the ener-

getics of such a process, their formulation implied

that the source of energy is the moist available po-

tential energy of a conditionally unstable atmo-

sphere. Emanuel (1986), echoing the earlier work by

Riehl and Kleinschmidt, proposed instead that ‘‘the

intensification and maintenance of tropical cyclones

depend exclusively1 on self-induced heat transfer

from the ocean,’’ arguing that ambient conditional

instability plays essentially no role, with energy supplied

exclusively by surface enthalpy fluxes. A key adjective in

this formulation is ‘‘self-induced,’’ the idea being that the

winds associated with the tropical cyclones drive the

surface enthalpy fluxes that power it—a process that

has since been called ‘‘wind-induced surface heat

exchange’’ (WISHE).

Thus, there are two areas of contention: 1) whether the

development of tropical cyclones is powered by ambient

conditional instability or by surface enthalpy fluxes local to

the disturbance and 2) whether in the latter case the wind

dependence of the surface fluxes is essential or incidental.

Before continuing, it is worth noting a third possibility—

namely, that the early stages of tropical cyclone develop-

ment are powered or strongly influenced by interactions

among radiation, clouds, and water vapor, similar to what

happens in nonrotating self-aggregation of convection (e.g.,

Khairoutdinov and Emanuel 2013).

It is evident from the work of Montgomery et al.

(2009, 2015), among others, that the wind dependence of

surface fluxes is not necessary for the intensification
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of tropical cyclones. Our purpose here is merely to set

this finding in the general context of stability theory and

then to show that the wind dependence is quantitatively

important and may make the difference between de-

velopment and nondevelopment in real-world circum-

stances in which negative influences such as vertical

wind shear are present. We proceed with a discussion of

the role of feedbacks in stability.

2. Role of feedback in instability

Classical linear instabilities exhibit exponential growth

owing to positive feedbacks among the variables. It is

instructive to examine what happens if one of those var-

iables is capped. As an illustration, we consider a pair of

ordinary differential equations governing convection.

These equations are developed in the appendix. Their

nondimensional form is

dw

dt
5B2wjwj (1)

and

dB

dt
5w , (2)

where B and w represent nondimensional buoyancy

and vertical velocity, respectively. The first equation ex-

presses that the growth of vertical velocity is proportional

to buoyancy and is retarded in proportion to the velocity

squared. The second describes the growth of buoyancy as

air ascends through unstable stratification. TheLagrangian

equations are linearized by neglecting the last term in (1),

and the linear solution exhibits exponential growth in

time: [B, w]; et. We might describe this instability as

resulting from a mutual feedback between vertical ve-

locity, which increases the buoyancy, and buoyancy,

which increases the vertical velocity. We might say that

‘‘convection is driven by buoyancy’’ and that ‘‘convective

instability results from a feedback between vertical ve-

locity and buoyancy.’’

Now suppose one artificially caps the buoyancy term

that appears in (1):

dw

dt
5min(B,B

cap
)2w2 , (3)

where Bcap is a constant that serves to cap the mag-

nitude of this term (assuming that we are thinking

about the case where B$ 0). If we now consider (2)

and (3) and suppose, for the time being, that w is small

enough to be neglected on the right-hand side of (3),

we see that we get the same exponential growth for

B,Bcap, but after that, the solution to (3) (including

the last term) is

w0 5
tanh(t0)1w0

0

11w0
0 tanh(t

0)
, (4)

where

w0 [
wffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B

cap

q

and

t0 [ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B

cap

q
t ,

where t is time measured from the time that the buoy-

ancy first reaches its capping value and w0
0 is the value of

the vertical velocity at that time.

It can be seen from (4) that once the capping buoy-

ancy has been reached, the rate of growth begins to

decrease and asymptotically approaches zero at large

time, when the vertical velocity reaches a steady-state

value given by
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Bcap

p
. Thus, capping the buoyancy af-

fects both the rate of growth of the convection and the

ultimate amplitude it achieves. Since this statement is

true in the limit that Bcap / 0, as long as Bcap is nonzero,

we can state categorically that a feedback between

vertical velocity and buoyancy is not necessary for the

growth of convection, although we would continue to

argue that convection is driven by buoyancy.

3. The case of tropical cyclones

Tropical cyclones represent an interesting departure

from most classical instabilities, as it appears that the

mechanisms responsible for their initiation and early

development may be at least partially distinct from

those that operate during their maturity. In particular,

Rotunno and Emanuel (1987) and Emanuel (1989)

demonstrated that the WISHE mechanism cannot de-

stabilize the ordinary background state of the tropical

atmosphere, and Emanuel (1989) showed that a meso-

scale column of nearly saturated air must be attained

before growth by WISHE can occur. Thus, it has been

clear from the origins of WISHE theory that it cannot

explain genesis and that some other process or processes

must work to bring the system to such a state that

WISHE could conceivably lead to further amplification.

By this time, the system may be well past the stage at

which linear theory could be considered valid. Mecha-

nisms that have been proposed for the initiation and

early intensification of tropical cyclones include various

ways of organizing the release of ambient conditional

instability, such as CISK (Charney and Eliassen 1964),

merger of mesoscale vortices (e.g., Simpson et al. 1997;
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Montgomery et al. 2006), and merger of vortical hot

towers (e.g., Van Sang et al. 2008) or, more broadly, the

aggregation of convectively induced vorticity anomalies

(e.g., Fang and Zhang 2011). In addition, linear de-

stabilization of the background tropical atmosphere by

interactions between radiation, clouds, and/or water

vapor could also lead to genesis and amplification of

tropical cyclones (e.g., Khairoutdinov and Emanuel

2013;Melhauser and Zhang 2014). Yet, to the best of the

authors’ knowledge, all mechanisms proposed for the

ultimate amplification and maintenance of tropical cy-

clones rely on surface enthalpy fluxes, whether or not

they are influenced by the cyclone’s wind field. Here we

explore what role, if any, the feedback of cyclone winds

on surface fluxes plays in the intensification of the storm.

To make progress, we capitalize on the finding by

Emanuel (1989, 2012) that once a mesoscale column of

nearly saturated air is established, WISHE can begin to

amplify the disturbance. We do not claim that WISHE

cannot have any effect before this stage or that whatever

leads to core saturation suddenly ceases at this time,

but using this as a starting point we can examine ana-

lytically and numerically the subsequent evolution of

axisymmetric TCs and the extent to which it is influ-

enced by the WISHE feedback.

Emanuel (2012) showed that, beginningwith a saturated

core with a fully developed tropopause anticyclone,2 the

nonlinear evolution of the peak wind speed V in an ide-

alized, balanced, axisymmetric tropical cyclone model is

given approximately by [cf. (17) from that paper]

›V

›t
ffi C

k

2h
(V2

max 2V2) , (5)

whereCk is the surface exchange coefficient for enthalpy

(assumed constant), h is the boundary layer depth, and

V2
max [

C
k

C
D

F

�
C

k

C
D

�
T
s
2T

t

T
s

(k
0
*2k

e
) , (6)

where k0* is the saturation enthalpy of the sea surface; ke is

the environmental boundary layer enthalpy;Ts andTt are

the sea surface and ambient tropopause temperatures,

respectively; CD is the surface drag coefficient (assumed

constant); and F(Ck/CD) is a function of Ck/CD [defined

by (18) of Emanuel (2012)] that derives from an as-

sumption of outflow-layer Richardson number criticality.

There are quite a few approximations that lead to (5),

including the neglect of dissipative heating and the

pressure dependence of the surface saturation enthalpy.

To simplify the subsequent development to the point

where analytic solutions are possible, we also approxi-

mate F(Ck/CD) by unity. This is equivalent to neglecting

the dependence of outflow temperature on radius. Note

that we will later relax this approximation in comparing

our analytic solution to numerical solutions.

The solution to (5) without placing any limitations on

the wind speed used in the surface enthalpy flux is [cf.

(19) of Emanuel (2012)]

FIG. 1. (a) Approximate analytic solutions for themaximum gradient wind in tropical cyclones, given by (7) (solid) and (10) (dashed). In

the latter case, solutions are plotted for the values of Vcap/Vpot indicated. Solutions are plotted for maximum wind scaled by potential

intensity and time scaled by 2h/(CkVpot). (b) These solutions are compared to numerical solutions of the simple model of Emanuel (2012)

(red) for the same set of values of Vcap/Vpot. In the numerical simulations, the effects of variable outflow temperature are retained.

2 Note that this assumption, while necessary to obtain analytic

solutions, is not well satisfied in more realistic simulations such as

those presented in section 4.
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V5V
max

tanh

�
C

k
V

max

2h
t

�
. (7)

We can cap the wind speed used to calculate the surface

enthalpy flux by replacing Ck with CkVcap/V in (5) and

(6) beginning at the time that V exceeds Vcap, the cap-

ping velocity used to calculate the surface enthalpy flux.

The resulting equation can be written

›V3

›t
ffi

3C
k
V

cap

2h
(V

cap
V2

pot 2V3) , (8)

whereVpot is the ‘‘classical’’ potential intensity, given by

V2
pot [

C
k

C
D

T
s
2T

t

T
t

(k
0
*2 k

e
) . (9)

Note that (8) is very similar to the cappedconvectionequation

[see (3)] except that the last term is linear (inV3).The solution

to (8) that satisfies the condition that V5Vcap at t5 t0 is

V3 5V
cap

V2
pot

8<
:12

2
412

 
V

cap

V
pot

!2
3
5e(23CkVcap/2h)(t2t0)

9=
; .

(10)

It is clear from this solution that capping the wind speed

used in the surface enthalpy flux affects both the ulti-

mate amplitude of the wind speed and the rate of in-

tensification. In particular, the maximum wind speed is

V1/3
capV

2/3
pot. The uncapped solution in (7) is compared to

solutions to (10) for four values of the ratio Vcap/Vpot in

Fig. 1a. Clearly, the growth of the solutions is sub-

stantially slowed after the maximum wind speed rea-

ches the capping velocity, and the ultimate amplitude is

noticeably diminished.

Figure 1b compares these solutions to the numerical

solution of the time-dependent model developed by

Emanuel (2012), for the case in which dissipative heating

and the pressure dependence of the surface saturation

TABLE 1. Description of 13 numerical experimental configurations.

Expt

Surface enthalpy

exchange coefficient

(31023)

Capping wind speed

(m s21) in surface

enthalpy flux

1 (control) 1 —

2 0.5 5

3 0.5 10

4 0.5 20

5 1 5

6 1 10

7 1 20

8 1.5 5

9 1.5 10

10 1.5 20

11 2 5

12 2 10

13 2 20

FIG. 2. Evolution over time of the peak wind speed of five ensemble members of numerical

simulations corresponding to experiment 10 of Table 1.
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enthalpy are neglected. But, unlike the analytic solutions

given by (10), the full function dependence F(Ck/CD) is

retained, so we expect the numerical solutions to depart

from (10). Indeed, some of the simulations show large de-

partures from the analytic solution during the intensification

phase, though the steady-state intensities are not greatly

different.

These simple models suggest that the wind dependence

of the surface enthalpy flux (WISHE) strongly influences

tropical cyclone intensification and ultimate intensity, even

though it is not strictly necessary for intensification, at least

under idealized circumstances. In the next section, we

explore the role ofWISHE in the development of tropical

cyclones simulated by a nonhydrostatic, three-dimensional

numerical model.

4. Role of WISHE in tropical cyclone development
simulated by a three-dimensional nonhydrostatic
model

a. Model and experimental setup for idealized
experiments

The Advanced Research version of the Weather Re-

search and Forecast (WRF) Model, version 3.1, with a

2-km grid spacing for the innermost nest is used. The

model configuration for the control ensemble simulations

is exactly the same as the ‘‘SH0’’ experiment in Zhang

and Tao (2013). The ensemble is initialized with the same

idealized modified Rankine vortex that has a maximum

surface wind speed of 15ms21 at 135-km radius. The

Dunion (2011) non–Saharan air layer mean hurricane

season sounding is used for the environmental moisture

and temperature profile while a constant sea surface

temperature (278C) and a constant Coriolis parameter

equivalent to 208N are used. As in Zhang and Tao (2013),

within each ensemble, exactly the same environment

conditions but different realizations of moisture pertur-

bations with magnitude randomly selected from a uni-

form distribution of (20.5, 0.5)g kg21 are applied to all

the model grid points below 950hPa. We ran five en-

semble members each in the configurations listed in

Table 1. The control ensemble uses a fixed surface drag

coefficient of 0.001 for all wind speed ranges, which is

different from Zhang and Tao (2013), who used the

tropical cyclone surface flux option 1 (isftcflx51 in WRF

namelist file) that caps the increase of drag coefficient

when the surface wind speed reaches hurricane force

(;33ms21) following Donelan et al. (2004), as detailed

in Green and Zhang (2013). A total of 12 other ensemble

sensitivity experiments in which the surface enthalpy

exchange coefficient and capping wind speeds were var-

ied are listed in Table 1. In all the experiments listed, the

FIG. 3. Correspondence between theoretical maximum wind speed from Emanuel and

Rotunno (2011; abscissa) and maximum wind speed achieved in the full-physics, three-

dimensional numerical simulations (ordinate). The numbers correspond to the experimental

configurations listed in Table 1.
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surface exchange coefficients were fixed constants rather

than being determined by the default surface layer

scheme of the WRF Model.

b. Results from idealized experiments

Figure 2 shows the evolution over time of the peak

wind speed of the five ensemble members of experiment

10 in which Ck 5 1. 53 1023 and Vcap 5 20ms21. There

is not much divergence among the ensemble members,

and the evolution is qualitatively similar to that of other

numerical simulations under idealized environmental

conditions. Note, however, that the peak rates of in-

tensification occur roughly midway through the simu-

lations rather than near the beginning as in the idealized

theoretical models discussed in the previous section.

This is probably because those idealized models begin

from a state of core saturation, while the more realistic

WRF simulations do not; thus, the latter must endure a

gestation period while their cores approach saturation.

Peak winds vary between about 70 and 75ms21,

similar to the peak winds in the control ensemble of

around 70ms21.

To compare with the theoretical predictions of peak

wind speed, we found the maximum over time of the

peak wind speed of each ensemble member and aver-

aged it over the five ensemble members to arrive at an

estimate of the maximum wind speed for each experi-

ment listed in Table 1. To calculate the theoretical

maximum intensity for each value of the capping wind

speed and enthalpy exchange coefficient, we began with

(40) and (41) from Emanuel and Rotunno (2011) and

substituted CkVcap/Vm for Ck wherever it appears, iter-

ating numerically to find the peak wind speed Vm. We

note, however, that in addition to the usual assumptions

of hydrostatic and gradient balance and axisymmetry

underlying most potential intensity theories, dissipa-

tive heating has been neglected (as in the numerical

simulations) as well as the pressure dependence of the

surface saturation enthalpy, which is an approxima-

tion not made in the numerical model. As pressure falls

in the storm core, saturation enthalpy increases, boost-

ing storm intensity. Thus, we expect the theory to un-

derpredict the intensity achieved by the numerical

simulations, particularly at high intensity, when the

pressure fall is particularly large. On the other hand, the

theory neglects radial mixing while the numerical model

includes radial mixing both by explicit three-dimensional

eddies and by parameterized turbulence. By weakening

the storm, radial mixing will work qualitatively in the

opposite direction from the neglect of pressure de-

pendence of surface saturation enthalpy in the theory.

Bearing in mind these caveats, Fig. 3 compares the

maximumwind predicted by theory to that achieved in the

numerical simulations. While not perfect, there is a good

correspondence between the numerical simulations and

the theory advanced by Emanuel and Rotunno (2011). In

FIG. 4. Evolution over timeof the ensemblemean of the four experiments forwhichCk5 13 1023.

The curve labels are capping wind speeds.
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general, the theory underestimates the actual wind speed,

and at least part of this may be owing to the fact that the

actual wind exceeds the gradient wind to which the theory

pertains (e.g., Smith and Montgomery 2008).

Figure 4 compares the time evolutions of the ensem-

ble means of the four simulations for which

Ck 5 13 1023. At least qualitatively, the rate of in-

tensification of the capped experiments is smaller than

that of the control, as predicted.

c. A real-world case study: Hurricane Edouard
(2014)

Wefurther performed similar sensitivity experiments as in

the idealized simulationsofFig. 4 exceptusing the real-world

event of Hurricane Edouard (2014). The control simulation

uses WRF, version 3.5.1, the same model configuration as

ThePennsylvaniaStateUniversity (PSU)experimental real-

time hurricane analysis and prediction system based on

WRF and an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF), described in

Weng and Zhang (2016), except that the enthalpy exchange

coefficient is fixed at 0.001 for all wind speed ranges. The

control simulation is initialized with the PSU real-time

WRF–EnKF mean analysis starting at 1200 UTC 11 Sep-

tember 2014 integrated for 126h. The innermost domain

grid spacing is 3km with 298 3 298 horizontal grid points

movable centered on the tropical cyclone center.

Figure 5 compares the evolution over time of the peak

wind of Edouard from best-track data and the PSU exper-

imental real-time forecast to that of the control simulation

and three other experiments in which the wind speed that

appears in the surface enthalpy flux relations has been cap-

ped. The control simulation with fixed enthalpy exchange

coefficient produces a very similar intensity forecast to the

PSU experimental real-time prediction (‘‘APSU’’) that

agrees well with the NHC best-track estimate with a

category-3 peak intensity. Capping surface fluxes at de-

creasingly smaller surface wind speed results in much

weaker storms to no storms developed at all. Clearly in at

least some real-world cases in which the tropical cyclone is

influenced by external factors—for example, vertical shear

of the environmental wind—the WISHE feedback is

quantitatively important and may make the difference be-

tween growth and decay. There will be no Hurricane

Edouard in this case if the surface enthalpy flux is capped at

the wind speed of 5ms21.

5. Summary

TheWISHE feedback is nomore essential for tropical

cyclone intensification than any feedback is in any

classical instability once a reasonable amplitude is

achieved. But, as shown here, it nevertheless strongly

FIG. 5. Evolution over time of the peak wind in Hurricane Edouard (2014) from the National

Hurricane Center’s best-track data (gray), in the PSU experimental real-time forecast (cyan),

in the control experiment (blue), and in experiments in which thewind used to calculate surface

enthalpy fluxes is capped at 5 (red), 10 (orange), and 20m s21 (purple).
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influences both the rate of development and the ultimate

intensity achieved by storms in idealized environments.

When the wind speed is capped in the surface enthalpy

flux, the steady intensity is given by V1/3
capV

2/3
pot. Under less

favorable conditions, such as when environmental wind

shear is present, WISHE may make the difference be-

tween development and nondevelopment.

As a semantical point, the term ‘‘WISHE’’ has come

to be used to distinguish theories relying on surface

enthalpy fluxes to power tropical cyclones from other

theories, such as CISK, in which ambient conditional

instability serves as the energy source. We note here

that the original paper defining CISK (Charney and

Eliassen 1964) also defined tropical cyclone in-

tensification in terms of a feedback: ‘‘The cumulus-

and cyclone-scale motions are thus to be regarded as

cooperating rather than as competing—the clouds

supplying latent heat energy to the cyclone, and the

cyclone supplying the fuel, in the form of moisture, to

the clouds.’’ While it might be better to distinguish

tropical cyclone intensification mechanisms by their

energy sources, the CISK-versus-WISHE dichotomy

has gained some currency (e.g., Craig and Gray 1996)

and for this reason may remain the preferred

terminology.
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APPENDIX

Simplified Convection Equations

Here we develop simple Lagrangian equations gov-

erning the adiabatic ascent of a buoyant, nonentraining

thermal that does, however, experience aerodynamic

drag. We begin with the vertical equation of motion in

which the pressure gradient term has been linearized

about a hydrostatic state [cf. chapter 1 of Emanuel

(1994)]:

dw

dt
5 g

u0

u
2

1

r

›p0

›z
, (A1)

where w is the vertical velocity; g is the acceleration of

gravity; u0 and u are the perturbation and resting-state

potential temperatures, respectively; r is the resting

state density; and p0 is the perturbation (nonhydrostatic)

pressure.

We assume an atmosphere in which the potential

temperature decreases linearly with altitude, so that a

sample displaced upward by an amount dz experiences a

buoyancy given by

B0 [ g
u0

u
5N2dz , (A2)

where

N2 [
2g

u

du

dz
.

We model the second term in (A1) as an aerodynamic

drag, which depends on the aspect ratio of the thermal

and its velocity according to

1

r

›p0

›z
5ajwjw , (A3)

where a is a coefficient with dimensions of inverse

length. Inserting (A3) into (A1) gives

dw

dt
5B0 2ajwjw . (A4)

Finally, an alternative to (A2) may be formulated by

differentiating it in time:

dB

dt
5N2w . (A5)

To arrive at the final dimensionless forms of (A4)

and (A5), given by (1) and (2) in the main text, we

normalize the dependent and independent variables

as follows:

t/N21t ,

B0 /N2a21B ,

w/Na21w .
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